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Experience iconic India â€“ the buzz of Old Delhiâ€™s bazaars, the timeless perfection of the Taj

Mahal, dusky-pink Jaipur and sky-blue Jodhpur, the golden fort city of Jaisalmer, and star-filled

desert nights on camel safari. Take the journey of a lifetime through Indiaâ€™s most enchanting and

fabled places with this definitive guide.Escape The Crowds and discover the Rajasthan beyond the

tourist trail â€“ remote villages, deserted forts, and the magnificent havelis of ShekhawatiSleep The

Sleep Of Kings in the best accommodation, from Rajput palaces to fort-top guesthousesLearn The

Local Lore with our coverage of the regionâ€™s intriguing history and culture, and a special chapter

on Rajasthani HandicraftsTell Your Roti From Your Puri with our comprehensive chapter on Indian

cuisine, and in-depth reviews of restaurants all over the regionFind Your Way around the Golden

Triangle with the help of our detailed transport information and over 50 maps
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Lonely Planet guides are a must-packâ€• --Toronto Star, February 2006

If you're doing the 'typical' first time trip to India - the Golden Triangle - this is all you need - no

reason to have a full guide to India since the south is completely different from the north - carrying a

full guide to India if you're just going to Delhi, The Taj Mahal, and say Jaipur, is like carrying a guide

to to Poland for a trip to France - I guess that's why Lonely Planet decided to publish this concise

guide.Traveling to India takes a lot of preparation and you discover you forgot to do half the



preparation you needed when you get there - this book helps full the gaps, prepare you for the

shocks, gives great connection information to the often confusing and chaotic, but surprisingly pretty

well ran Indian railways.It also gives you good thumbnail estimates about prices -which is essential

for Western travelers as you are continuously the target of price gouging. Highly recommended.

This particular version of the Lonely Planet Guide Book for Rajasthan, Delhi, and Agra (in India) is

adequate. But the similar Rough Guide for the same region is better, having more detailed

descriptions and being more visually appealing due to its greater use of color. For instance, the

Lonely Planet book has less than 2 pages about Akbar's capital city of Fatehpur Sikri while the

Rough Guide book has 8 pages.

Very helpful for my trip and conscise with the information. Price was better than a bookstore, too. I

loved my visit to India!

Lonely Planet lives up to its reputation as the best budget travel guide out there. Great!

This book arrived so quickly! It's in great condition. I would definitely buy another book from this

vendor.

This book offers everything you expect from a Lonely Planet travel guide - background infos you

need to know about the country (Do's, Don'ts, how to get by in India on your own, etc.), sights,

restaurant and hotel listings and much more for your trip to Rajasthan.Like most Lonely Planets, it is

a bit thin on history and culture, the description of the sights is sometimes very short.The Delhi

chapter is extensive, though.You get everything you expect from a LP, but if you are interested in

history and Indian culture and religion, buy another book to accompany this LP on your trip.

This Guide really helped us plan our trip in Northern India. We arrived not knowing where we really

wanted to go and what we wanted to see. The Guide helped us plan where to stay, where to

eat..and gave us enough information to help us distill what would be exciting for us. After reading

about Pushkar..we hired a driver and arrived in a city that filled all of our expectations and hopes!

We ate at the recommended restaurants and they did not disappoint. India is a country that is

big,amazing and difficult to navigate, Lonely Planet showed us the way to having an unforgettable

trip.
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